PieHeart
Vision Statement
Functioning in one heart, one mind, one body for a greater good ...
One with One with One. Together, we shape what happens in the world!
Your loving intention for our country and our world is a gift you can use to merge and
share with others through PieHeart.
Here is information from Samuel about how much of an impact PieHeart has on our country:
"You can change the world in a few minutes a day through PieHeart! If you're looking
for a positive, powerful and personally empowering way to serve this world, PieHeart
provides the means to do just that from right in front of your computer. It is an
opportunity to practice sending energy, and it is a way to see your energetic
successes as you work with others in common Intent and Thought to save, protect,
strengthen and empower this world toward Sacred Status."
This short meditation should only take a few minutes of your time and can be done any
time during the week. It is as simple as clicking on the link and following the instructions.
We will even be sending out a weekly e-mail reminder.

Round 53, Week 6, December 3-9, 2018

Meditation
Before starting, set your double anchor: see a white light flowing from your heart to Earth's
center and back, and from your heart to Sirius (the brightest star in the night sky) and back.
Remember the triunity of manifestation: Think it, Speak it, Hear it.
State your intent: As Guardians of the Plan, we focus the love that we are toward wholeness
of the United States in all its functions for the highest good of all involved.
Merge with the other people focusing on the PieHeart Meditation.
The nature of the energy you're sending would be toward releasing the illusion and replacing
fear with Love; additionally, recognizing the Divine Feminine factor in the density change will
help anchor that energy, which is a healing, higher function of energy for the world (and life
force upon it).

PIECHART
Suggested aspects of focus for Week 6:
Domestic:

Week 6

Week 1

1. Affordable insurance and healthcare are
synchronistically available to all in need.

Week 5
2. Congress finds ways to creatively fund the
government and help laid-off employees find work.

Week 4

International:
3. All people recognize their oneness and unite to a
collective voice to bring about a peaceful tariff
resolution
4. Ukraine and Russia take right action to cease military aggression
and keep their surrounding waters clear for all.

Ending Affirmation
Complete the PieHeart Meditation by sending wholeness to this week's PieChart.
Remember the triunity of manifestation: Think it, speak it, and hear it.
Give thanks to yourself, the other participants, and to the Universe.
End with: So Be It, So Be It, So Be It.

Week 2

Week 3

